We show that backward errors and pseudospectra combined together are useful tools to assess the validity of a computed eigenvalue.
About backward stability analysis
Finite precision computation requires the assessment of the computed result with respect to machine precision. Similarly, in exact computation, when the operator, for example, is replaced by a discrete approximation, one also wants, in Theoretical Numerical Analysis, to assess the validity of the approximate solution (computed exactly) with respect to the truncation error. Both problems can be treated within the framework of perturbation theory thanks to the simple yet powerful notion of backward error developed by Wilkinson, together with the condition number. In this paper, we focus on the notion of backward error. More on condition number can be found in 7] . Let us consider the problem (P) F(x) = y (P) with the class of admissible perturbations on F and/or y denoted by , and measured by the norm k:k. The approximate solutionx is an exact solution of one or more perturbed problems (Q) of the type (P), that is (F + F)(x) = y + y (Q) provided the set E of ( F; y) in satisfying (Q) is not empty. When the set E is non-empty, the backward error associated with the approximate solutionx is therefore de ned as (x) = minfk ( F; y) k, ( F; y) 2 such that (F + F)(x) = y + yg: To ascertain the validity ofx as an approximation of x, we compare the backward error (x) with the machine precision in case of nite precision computation, or with the level of the method error (truncation error) in Theoretical Numerical Analysis.
Associated with the notion of backward error, one can de ne the set of -pseudosolutions 2] for F(x) = y by (P) = fz 2 l C; (z) < g relative to and to the norm k:k : all -pseudosolutions correspond to a backward error of size at most. This set is related to the domain of uncertainty 13].
As examples of pseudosolutions, we can cite pseudotrajectories of the logistic equation 2], pseudozeroes of polynomials 2, 9], and pseudospectra of matrices 2, 10, 12].
Performing a pertinent backward stability analysis is neither an obvious nor an easy procedure. The choice of the data to be perturbed, the choice of the perturbations to be considered and nally the choice of the metric to measure the data and the perturbations are at the heart of the stability analysis.
These choices strongly in uence the quality i.e. the pertinence and the accuracy of the analysis. Therefore, the class of perturbations and the norm have to be carefully chosen.
Classes of perturbations
The importance of the class of perturbations can be summarized in the following way : The validity of the conclusions of any backward stability analysis depends strongly on the adequacy of the class of perturbations to represent the phenomenon which is the source of perturbations.
In order to illustrate this fact, we consider the example of a linear system Ax = b.
Many classes of perturbations can be considered for this problem. Perturbations can affect A or b or both A and b. While software developers focus on a class of perturbations appropriate to represent faithfully the perturbations generated by nite precision, physicists may be more interested in the one generated by measurement uncertainties on the data or by the variation of speci c parameters in the model.
Norms
After deciding on the data to be perturbed and the class of perturbations to be applied, one has to choose a norm to measure the perturbations on the data and their e ect on the solution. In mathematics, the proximity of the approximated solutionx to the exact solution x is measured by the absolute norm kx ? xk = k xk, the ideal being that k xk ! 0 as the source of perturbations vanishes.
On the other hand, numerical analysts and physicists most often consider a relative formulation of the norm k xk = kxk or k xk = kxk instead of k xk.
Why is it so? This is because, in Numerical Software as in Physics, it is often the relative assessment of an approximate solutionx which makes sense, not an absolute one. A relative norm is nothing but a scaled norm. In 2, pp. 41-43], some examples illustrate how to take into account the scaling factor on the sets of data and/or solutions in the software development practice.
Examples
As an illustration, we describe three classes of perturbations, namely the componentwise, normwise and homotopic perturbations which are used in Numerical Analysis. Let us consider the n n complex matrix A, its perturbation is denoted by A.
For the componentwise case, A 2 l C n n with the scaled norm satis es k Ak C = max ij j a ij j e ij where E is a given structural matrix (e ij 0). The norm is absolute when the matrix E is such that e ij = 1 if a ij 6 = 0 and e ij = 0 otherwise. It is relative when the matrix E is such that E =j A j. For the normwise case, A 2 l C n n with the scaled norm satis es k Ak N = k Ak where k:k is any subordinate norm. The norm is absolute if = 1 and relative if = kAk. For example, a normwise perturbation such that k Ak N = " can be obtained with a ij = " where in this case all the components of A can be perturbed. For the homotopic case, A is such that A = tE where E is the given deviation matrix, t 2 l C. It is normed by choosing k Ak H = j t j . The formulation is absolute if = 1 and relative if = kAk kEk .
2 Backward error analysis for the standard eigenproblem
We focus on the eigenproblem Ax = x and we study its behaviour under two classes of admissible perturbations, namely the normwise and homotopic perturbations. We do not present componentwise perturbations because they do not lead to explicitly computable formulae 2].
Normwise backward error
To this type of perturbations presented in section 1.3, we associate backward errors. They di er by the type of approximate information at hand : -a computed eigenvalue~ , leads to the backward error N 1 (~ ), -a computed eigenvectorx, leads to the backward error N 2 (x),
-a computed eigenpair (~ ;x), leads to the backward error N 3 (~ ;x).
De nition 2.1 Let~ 2 l C be an approximate eigenvalue andx 2 l The proof of this lemma is easy, see 2] for more details. When comparing these backward errors, we obtain the two relations :
2 (x) = miñ 3 (~ ;x) and 1 (~ ) = miñ x6 =0 3 (~ ;x):
The notion of normwise backward error traditionally associated with an eigencomputation is 3 (~ ;x) associated with the approximate eigenpair (~ ;x). However, it has been recog- 
Homotopic backward error
We are given a deviation matrix E for homotopic perturbations. We use below the upperscript H(E) to stress the dependence of the class of homotopic perturbations on the deviation matrix E. The class of admissible perturbations is H(E) = f A = tE; t 2 l Cg. We use the scaled norm de ned in subsection 1.3. Therefore, the magnitude of the perturbation A is measured by 1 j t j. De nition 2.2 Let~ 
From equation (2), one deduces that~ is an exact eigenvalue of no more than n perturbed matrices A ? The pseudospectra can be represented via spectral portraits, that is via a graphical display of one of the maps z 7 ! log 10 (A ? zI) ?1 kAk (normwise) z 7 ! log 10 (E(A ? zI) ?1 ) kAk (homotopic) in a prescribed region of the complex plane 1, 2, 10].
Remark : In 8] , V. Simoncini considers the same class of homotopic perturbations in order to study various aspects of spectral sensitivity in nite precision. Although, she does not consider the homotopic backward error, she gives a de nition for the homotopic pseudospectrum, with an absolute norm, which amounts to the above de nition 2.3.
Applications : normwise versus homotopic perturbations
Normwise perturbations where A is arbitrary in l C n n are well suited to represent the perturbations generated by nite precision computation, since most often nothing is known about the structure of such perturbations, other than a bound on the size resulting from the backward error.
On the other hand, homotopic perturbations where A = tE can be useful to study the theoretical convergence of iterative methods where the exact matrix A is replaced by an approximate matrix A 0 such that E = A ? A 0 is known 3, 4, 5] . In such an analysis the arithmetic is, of course, supposed to be exact.
3 Illustration on the Arnoldi method 
where E k = ?v k+1 v k . Equation (4) shows that A+h k+1;k E k and H k are similar since V k (A+h k+1k E k )V k = H k and V k V k = I. Therefore, if is an eigenvalue of H k , it is an eigenvalue of A + h k+1;k E k as well. Considering the class of perturbations = f A = tE k g with kE k k = 1 and = kAk, one computes the homotopic backward error for an eigenvalue of H k : At the rst iteration k = 1, the curve ? H (resp. ? N ) is plotted in Figure 1 by ' ' (resp. '|'). 
Conclusion
We have discussed the role of backward error and pseudospectra in the assessment of eigencomputations. The choice of the class of perturbations is important. Normwise perturbations model a situation where nothing is known about the perturbation beyond its size as in nite precision computation. In contradistinction, homotopic perturbations model a situation where the whole structure of the perturbation is known as in approximate methods. The two approaches are contrasted on the Arnoldi method.
